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value from  in a manner 

operate on data-at rest. Instead of historical 

companies to do event processing against 
massive volumes of data streaming into the 
enterprise at high velocity. 

based on an analysis of a series of events that 
have just happened. Further, modern streaming 

Instead of thousands or tens of thousands of 

can process millions and even tens of millions of 
events per second. Because data in a streaming 

lands in a database, the technology supports 
much faster decision making than possible with 

 

the analysis is done as the data arrive.

abound. For example, dashboards and 

Such tools can be used to monitor changing 

the security-monitoring context because they give 

evaluate risks. Government agencies have used 

both network and physical assets.
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Instead of thousands or tens of 
thousands of events per second,  

process millions and even tens of 
millions of events per second. 
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by enterprises that experienced a strong upward 
trajectory of data volume, velocity and variety as 
well as a need to ingest and evaluate this data to 
quickly make strategic business decisions. 

Many companies combine stream processing with 

run against the streaming data the data is stored in 

retrieval and analysis. Some vendors have begun 
using the term Lambda architecture to describe 

might be to discard a lot of the data and just keep 
an aggregated form.

The big enterprise players in this space include SAP, 

as Apache Storm and Spark Streaming also have 

of these technologies have included major Internet 

Pinterest and the Weather Channel, as well as other 
large enterprises including Cisco, Bosch, Rockwell 

Hospital, UCLA Department of Neurosurgery 

technology vendors like DataTorrent with Apache 

has teamed with AT&T Labs on an open source 

framework built on top of Hadoop and Hbase. 

member of this ecosystem, is a unique streaming 

source technology stack.

visual interfaces for running queries.

Heron which might become open source soon.

architectures including: MapR, Hortonworks,  
and Cloudera.

(See graphic, page 4.)

First, in order to do stream processing, 

be highly varied. Any technology that  
is used for stream processing needs 

types, at very high volumes, and from 
varying sources.

The second capability takes the form of 

and enable useful insights, there may 
be a need to enrich the data stream 

STREAM PROCESSING CAPABILITIES
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in terms of uptake of streaming capability across 

The centralized architecture teams of an increasing 

technologies for streaming. As a result, it’s a good 

detailing business value is going to be required as 
part of the due diligence process.

 
be outlined as follows:

• 
smetsys lortnoc gnirutcafunaM– 

gnirotinom krowten dna smetsys TI– 
 –

trucks, oil rigs, vending machines, radio towers
 –  

• 
stessa dna sevil fo ssoL– 
stcefed gnirutcafunaM– 

liater ni sehcaerb ytiruces rojaM– 
nwodtlem egnahcxe kcotS– 

sedart yksir ro tneluduarf - egarekorB– 
 –

asiD– ster warning systems
 –

nruhc remotsuC– 
 –

• 
increased revenue, cost savings

iL– stening and learning from customers 
(social)

 –
lles-ssorc ,lles-pu ,dnemmoceR– 

 –  
of service

tnemeganam yticapac cimanyD– 
 –
 –

• 
models, products, services, revenue

srosnes lios gnimoceb era srotcarT– 
sthgisni dna atad gnilles stnaig moceleT– 

Streaming Analytics Architecture

The Business Value of Streaming to the Enterprise

Source: Forbes Tech, July 30, 2015
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In order to derive business value from streaming 

need to stop thinking about request and response 

mobile devices, and machine sensors.

The emerging Internet-of-Things (IoT) will also  

in the near term. Sensor data from thousands of 
Internet connected devices can give companies 
valuable insights on the health of a network,  

The best way to look for use cases in support of 
business value is to consider the most challenging 
business processes and walk through them at each 

might help. Ask yourself if there are data sources 

customer side, walk through the customer journey 

 
the less business value.

streaming data value is that it 

The key is to ingest data, compute 
 

Streaming Analytics Business Value
Diminishes in a non-linear manner with the age of data

The drop is non-linear
Value 
of  
Data

Age of 
Data 8
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becoming easier for enterprises to add on this 
core capability as part of their business process. 
Enterprises have been asking for streaming and 

MapR, Hortonworks, and Cloudera all have included 

Enterprise architects are taking feature-sets of 

technology.

For the enterprise that’s decided they are going  
to move to streaming technology, decision makers 

 
of assistance because it’s not an easy journey:

 etargetni ot stnenopmoc fo tol a era erehT  .1
and maintain

2. There are skills to develop
3. 
4. In many cases there is no UI at all 

So for these reasons, the pure open source  
 

An enterprise might need a whole engineering  

not necessarily enterprise ready. 
An enterprise might need a whole 

 
skill-sets and not every company has 
this level of talent and even if it does, 
it might not be able to deploy a team 
fast enough.

There are several approaches an 

components.

where you purchase a license for using 

for this approach include: there’s 
no leverage of open source, you’ll 
experience vendor lock-in and then 

Next there is the “do it yourself” 

 

no vendor support, you may experience 

The third and arguably the most 

– ssalc esirpretnE  •  reliable, 
manageable, vendor support and 
professional services

 – ecruos nepO  •
no vendor lock-in, low cost and  
future proof

APPROACHES TO SELECTION
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company has this level of talent and even if it 
does, it might not be able to deploy a team fast 
enough. Moreover, the desire would be to invest 
the engineering resources on core business 

 
best-of-breed open source technology and 

 
to market much faster.

Streaming Technology Ecosystem

Data Gathering 
Movement from 

Source

Ingest at Scale 
Message Queue

Distributed Stream 
Processing 

Streaming Engine 
Analy�cs Applica�on Layer

Real-�me Data/ 
Insights & Visualiza�on

Gathr
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As the technology grows in popularity, we see 
an increasing number of use case examples for 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
  Security
 
 
 
 
  Manufacturing
  Oil & Gas
  Healthcare – Clinical
  IoT
 
  Financial Services
  Retail
  E-commerce
 
 
  Banking
  Credit-line management
 
  Telecom

 
is (BAM). Many large 

 
with the need to make sure the systems are all 

systems absorb data as it moves from various 
systems and there’s a need to monitor and audit 

 
 

in the future that the systems were incongruent.

CASE STUDY  
Call center monitoring

allowed the call centers to process millions of 
minutes of calls per day across vast distributed 
networks around the globe, and also provided 

•   
allow managers to escalate issues and 
resolve them as they are happening

•   

the ability to generate alerts on email and 

•   
provides the ability to generate historical 
reports for future pricing models and 

can be viewed on the UI for analysis and 
enabling business decisions
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is a horizontal product for comprehensive data-

on an enterprise-grade scale with open source 

components for streaming app-development not 
normally found in one place, all brought together 

friendly UI. (See graphic, page 10.)

Streaming for rapid and easy development of real-

original support for Apache Storm. Being able  

means you can take the risk out of being 

Storm streaming pipelines and Spark streaming 
pipelines and interconnect them—using the best 

architecture. When new engines become widely 
accepted in the future they can be rolled into this 

streaming engines means you can 
take the risk out of being constrained 
with a single engine.

•   

•    

• 

• Linear scalability to increase the number  
of nodes in the cluster

• Provision to add custom component for  

CASE STUDY  

 
 

to allow storing, indexing, and querying petabytes (PBs) of data with a very high throughput. Some  

with very high accuracy (four nines), store metadata and raw binary data for querying, with query 
response of 5s on cold data.

CASE STUDY 

Gathr by Impetus

Gathr

Gathr
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The following is an overview of the product and its 

Open source technology

leverage the numerous upgrades, improvements 
 

the global Open Source movement.

Spark streaming
Spark streaming includes a rich array of drag-

models with inline model-test feature. 

into a smart dash-board in order to create a 
customized work-sphere. The visual pipeline 

allowing concurrent use of several engines.

split-second decision making.

Gathr Functional Block Diagram

Gathr

Gathr

A multi-engine streaming analytics platform
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cases. The vendor and technology landscape is 

that will supply a proven and pre-integrated, 
performance-tuned stack, ease of use, enterprise-

enterprise from rapid technology changes.

Maybe the most important reason to evaluate this 

 

scalability

streaming data with very low, sub-second latencies 
makes it ideal for use cases which warrant split-

control of risk factors prevalent in complex 
manufacturing environments. Any fast-ingest data 
store can be used.

data-processing operators. These operators enable 

 

machine learning models built in SAS or R via  

means the system delivers incoming data streams 
instantaneously in the form of appropriate charts 
and dashboards.

 

that will supply a proven and pre-
integrated, performance-tuned stack, 
ease of use, enterprise-class reliability 

from rapid technology changes.

Summary

Gathr Key Features
 

Visual Application Development and Monitoring

Real-time Dashboards 

Multi-tenancy Support

High-speed Data Ingestion

Elastic Scaling

Flexible Data Parsing

Rule-based Alerts

Pluggable Workflow Management

Real-time Index and Search  

High Fault Tolerance and Data Integrity

High Performance Optimization
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